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Below you can see some examples and recommendation for measurement.

Examples

Easy form. Inner length easy if short (approx. 8 mm). 
More di�cult if longer.

The form is not complicated but it requires 
two di�erent tools and two work phases.

The form requires two di�erent tools 
and two work phases.

Easy if the vertex angle is > 60 degrees. 
A sharper angle is also possible.

The form requires a demountable mould. 
The tool and parts needed are expensive.

The trumpet shape of the lower half is easy. 
The long upper half is more di�cult.

The form is di�cult. At the top there should 
be an approx. 25 mm long straight part.

Cone ok if the cylinder is < 8 mm.

A hemisphere is relatively easy to make. 
Stainless steel and brass can be problematic.

A spherical cap is easier to make than 
a hemisphere. The brim can be strengthened 
with a bend or a �ange.

Bending the smaller end requires 
a separate tool and an extra work phase.

Easy if the height is less than half 
of the diameter.

The bend at the outer edge rounds o� the 
sharp edge and strengthens it.

Outer angles are sharp. 
Inner corners R > 3 mm.
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The manufacturing methods we use
Painosorvaamo Painopojat Oy

The company was founded in 1985. Our main focus is on 
metal spinning, but we have also diverse equipment for a 
variety of sheet metal work.

Because spun metal parts are used for a wide variety of 
purposes, our customer base has also become very 
versatile. Objects of many sizes and forms - large or small 
series can be made by metal spinning.

If you can think of anything we could make for you by metal 
spinning or by other methods, please contact us.

Our Clients

Alfa Laval Vantaa Oy
Finncont Oy
Fläkt Woods
Halton Oy
Konesko AS
Laine-Tuotanto Oy
Parker Hannifin Oy
Proventia Emission Control Oy
SSAB
Swegon Ilto
Tehomet Oy
Teknikum Oy

LIST OF MACHINES
CNC metal spinning lathe Nova Sidera Giotto Ø1200mm
CNC metal spinning lathe Nova Sidera Hercules Ø1300mm
CNC metal spinning lathe M&M HF600 Ø1200mm
Hydraulic metal spinning lathe Leifeld Ø 1200mm
Hydraulic metal spinning lathe Leifeld Ø 1100mm
Hydraulic metal spinning lathe Leifeld Ø 900mm 2pcs
Manually operated metal spinning lathes 10 pcs
Centre lathe Tos Ø 500mm
Centre lathe Tos Ø 900mm
Punching machine TP-3025
Fin-Power LP6 Combi Laser
Deep drawing presses 200, 165 and 75 tn
CNC-Bending press Coatstone 900mm

NC-mangle 4 x 2500mm
Plasm/Tig Welding system
Welding manipulator Haloy 600mm
Mig-welding machines 4pcs
Spot welding machine 2pcs
NC circular shears 2pcs
Automatic supply room for sheets of metal
Plate shear 3x1300mm
Off-centre presses 6 pcs 30-100 tn, 4 with feeders
Pillar drills, beading machines, hand held mangles etc.
Laser Gas Nitrogen generator
Autocad and Autodesk Inventor software

Metal spinning

30 years of metal spinning

Metal spinning is a highly developed branch of 
metal industry and nowadays CNC machine 
tools are commonly used, although hydraulic 
and manually operated machines are still in use 
especially for making simple parts, models and 
small series.

Deep drawing / cam
We use deep drawing for manufacturing objects 
either by itself, or as a combination of phases of 
metal spinning and deep drawing when 
manufacturing objects. Our deep drawing 
presses are 75-200tn in strength.

Sheet metal work / assembly
We have diverse equipment for a variety of 
sheet metal work, from 4-roll NC roller and 
circular shears to a CNC trimmer press. We also 
have a lot of different hand tools, beading 
machines, hand presses, etc.

Punching and laser cutting
We have two Finn-Power punching machines for 
punching and laser cutting work. Both punching 
machines are equipped with loading and 
unloading apparatus. The maximum sheet size 
is 500x3000mm.
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